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Anant Mandgi is family concern law firms which run by third generation of lawyer. The full service
firm was established in 1925 with the motive to serve people regarding law and legal. They have
unique ability to dealing with the clients and solved all kinds of legal matters during the years that
give firms lots reputation. The firms are currently situated in Bangalore and handle the clients
around India as well as world from their base office. The Anant Mandgi & associates is working in
almost each area of practices and provides services according to needs of clients in different fields
such as property matters, family law, contracts, and criminal cases, corporate issues etc. These are
some areas of practices, the firms deal with. An individual can find services regarding drafting of
sale deeds, mortgage deeds, lease/rent agreements, joint agreement, property registration etc.

DSK Legal is full service law firm providing services in different areas of legal services. The firm has
offices in major Indian cities as Mumbai, Delhi and Bangalore. They provide services according to
needs of clients and understand their problems regarding personal life, business that client faces.
The DSK Legal is working with the focus on industry groupings and traditional legal competencies. It
has earned reputation as top quality law firm and also greatly appreciated by clients due to its
remarkable work. The firm deals with many impressive Indian and global clients and recommended
also by clients. DSK legal is working with many senior partners/associates and also having some
talented lawyers who are able to handle any kinds of legal issues and give relief to clients. The firm
also handles and serves for real estate work.

Known as most reputed and remarkable law firm, Singhania & Co provides full legal services and
gives advices to top companies, government officials, financial institutions etc. The firm also
specialized to face challenges and any difficult assignments. It focuses on providing complete
services to clients and advising by group of experts in different legal. The Singhania & co has well
known professional and lawyers having in-depth experience. They work in the different areas of
legal services as trademark, patent, company laws, family laws, joint ventures, property registration
etc and give complete legal solution to their clients. Being a head office in Mumbai, the firms has
network in major Indian cities and provide excellence services by their strong teamwork.

Kochhar & Co is famous as chief and major Indian commercial law firms. The firm is happy being
only law firms having the offices in six major Indian cities as New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore,
Chennai, Gurgaon and Hyderabad and also seven offices in other country as Atlanta, Singapore,
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Jeddah and Riyadh and a agent office in Tokyo. The Kochhar & co really enjoy
being offices in major cities around the world and offers wide ranges of legal services in diverse
areas of commercial and corporate laws and also specialized in representing major corporations
globally with assorted business interests in India. The firm has many leading lawyers and experts
who are working dedicatedly to clients and provide all possible helps.

Famous as leading and reputed Indian law firms, Seth Associates provides a variety of legal
services and handle domestic and global clients. They work for many multinational and public and
private companies and several of other corporate bodies. The firm has earned much reputation for
their remarkable work and it has teams of experts and professionals which includes lawyers,
attorneys, technical experts, chartered accountants etc with their respective industry expertise. They
are totally committed to their clients and concern their requirements. Seth Associates also serves in
the areas of financial services, consultancy services, company law matters, tax services and
auditing services etc.
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Mukesh Kumar - About Author:
Find major Indian law firms who are serving in different areas of legal services. You can look here
about some reputed law firms as a anant mandgi & associates, DSK Legal, a singhania & co,
Kochhar & Co, a seth associates etc. Find also some useful information about law firms.
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